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Limit varieties of J -trivial monoids
O. B. Sapir
Abstract
We show that limit varieties of monoids recently discovered by Gusev,
Zhang and Luo and their subvarieties are generated by monoids of the form
Mτ (W ) for certain congruences τ on the free monoid. The construction
Mτ (W ) is a generalization of widely used Dilworth-Perkins construction. Us-
ing this construction, we give a short reproof to the fact that Zhang-Luo limit
variety is non-finitely based.
1 Introduction
In this article we consider monoids and regard them as semigroups equipped with an
additional 0-ary operation that fixes the identity element. Elements of a countably
infinite alphabet A are called letters and elements of the free monoid A∗ are called
words. We use 1 to denote the empty word, which is the unity element of A∗. An
algebra is said to be finitely based (FB) if there is a finite subset of its identities
from which all of its identities may be deduced. Otherwise, an algebra is said to be
non-finitely based (NFB).
In 1968, Perkins [15] found the first sufficient condition under which a semigroup
is NFB. By using this condition, he constructed the first two examples of finite
NFB semigroups. The first example was the 6-element Brandt monoid and the
second example was the 25-element monoid obtained from the set of words W =
{abtba, atbab, abab, aat} by using the following construction.
Let ≤ be the relation on the free monoid A∗ given by v ≤ u if and only if v is
a subword of u. Given a set of words W ⊂ A∗, M(W ) denotes the Rees quotient of
A∗ over the ideal A∗ \W≤, where W≤ is the closure of W under taking subwords.
Then
M(W ) = 〈W≤ ∪ {0}, ⋆〉,
where multiplication ⋆ is given by
• u ⋆ v = uv if uv ∈ W≤, otherwise, u ⋆ v = 0.
M(W ) (M(W ) \ {1}) is a J-trivial monoid (semigroup) because the free monoid
A∗ is J-trivial, that is, u = v whenever u ≤ v and v ≤ u.
The sufficient condition of Perkins involves the requirement that certain words
are isoterms for a semigroup under consideration. A word u is said to be an isoterm
[15] for a semigroup S if S does not satisfy any nontrivial identity of the form u ≈ v.
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Since Perkins introduced the notion of an isoterm, it has been a necessary ingre-
dient in the majority of many arguments invented by other researchers to establish
an absence of the finite identity basis for a semigroup. A locally finite algebra is said
to be inherently not finitely based (INFB) if any locally finite variety containing it
is NFB. The syntactic part of the celebrated description of INFB finite semigroups
given by Mark Sapir [16] states that a finite semigroup S is INFB if and only if
every Zimin word (Z1 = x1, . . . ,Zk+1 = Zkxk+1Zk, . . . ) is an isoterm for S. This
result implies that the Brandt monoid is INFB while finite J-trivial monoids are
never INFB.
For the majority of J-trivial monoids which are known to be NFB, their property
of having no finite identity basis is a consequence of a sufficient condition of the
following form.
Sufficient Condition 1.1. Let Σ be a certain set of identities without any bound
on the number of letters involved and W be a subset of A∗. If a monoid M satisfies
all identities in Σ and all the words in W are isoterms for M , then M is NFB.
About ten years ago, Lee suggested to investigate the finite basis property of
semigroups
Lℓ = 〈a, b | aa = a, bb = b, ababab · · ·︸ ︷︷ ︸
length ℓ
= 0〉, ℓ ≥ 2
and the monoids L1ℓ obtained by adjoining an identity element to Lℓ.
The 4-element semigroup L2 = A0 is long known to be finitely based [3]. Zhang
and Luo proved [19] that the 6-element semigroup L3 is NFB and Lee generalized this
result into a sufficient condition [10] which implies that for all ℓ ≥ 3, the semigroup
Lℓ is NFB [12].
As for the monoids L1ℓ , the 5-element monoid L
1
2 was also proved to be FB by
Edmunds [2] and it is shown in [20, 18, 13] that for each ℓ ≥ 3 the monoid L1ℓ is
NFB.
In [18], we generalized the notion of an isoterm into a notion of a τ -term, because
isoterms give no information about the finite basis property of Lee monoids (see
Section 6 in [18]). If τ is an equivalence relation on the free monoid A∗ then a word
u is said to be a τ -term for a semigroup S if uτv whenever S satisfies u ≈ v. Let
τ0 denote the congruence on the free monoid A
∗ induced by the relations a = aa for
each a ∈ A∗. Using τ0-terms, the sufficient condition of Lee [10] for semigroups can
be reformulated as follows.
Sufficient Condition 1.2. (cf. [13, Theorem 6.2]) Let S be a semigroup such that
S satisfies
Σ = {xy21y
2
2 . . . y
2
nx ≈ xy
2
ny
2
n−1 . . . y
2
1x | n ≥ 2}
and all the words in W = {ambnak | m,n, k ≥ 1} are τ0-terms for S, then S is NFB.
The NFB property of every Lee monoid L1ℓ for ℓ ≥ 3 follows from one of the
three sufficient conditions in [13, 17, 18]. Each of these sufficient conditions can be
obtained from the following general sufficient condition by substituting a specific set
of identities for Σ and a specific set of words for W .
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Sufficient Condition 1.3. Let Σ be a certain set of identities without any bound
on the number of letters involved and W be a subset of A∗. If a monoid M satisfies
all identities in Σ and all the words in W are τ0-terms for M , then M is NFB.
In 1944, Morse and Hedlund [14] constructed an infinite set of words W (‘un-
ending sequence” [14]), in a three-letter alphabet with the property that no word
in W has a subword of the form uu. As mentioned in the introduction of [14], Dil-
worth pointed out that ‘the existence of unending sequences” with certain properties
‘makes possible the construction of useful examples of semigroups”. In particular,
this set of words W yields an infinite semigroup S ‘generated by three elements such
that the square of every element in S is zero”. So, in essence, the M(W ) construc-
tion was also used in [14] to obtain the first example of an infinite finitely generated
nil-semigroup.
In 2005, Jackson [6] used the Dilworth-Perkins construction to give the first ex-
plicit examples of limit varieties of monoids in the sense that each of these varieties is
NFB while each proper monoid subvariety of each of these varieties is FB. Jackson’s
limit varieties are generated by M({atbasb}) and M({abtasb, atbsab}).
In [18], we generalised the Dilworth-Perkins construction M(W ) into Mτ (W )
construction as follows. Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗ and W be a
set of words in A∗ such that W is a union of τ -classes and W is closed under taking
subwords. Since W is a union of τ -classes, the ideal I(W ) = A∗ \W is also a union
of τ -classes if it is not empty. Let Hτ denote the homomorphism corresponding to
τ . Since W is closed under taking subwords, Hτ (I(W )) is an ideal of the quotient
monoid A∗/τ . We define Mτ (W ) as the Rees quotient of A
∗/τ over Hτ (I(W )). If
τ is the trivial congruence on A∗ then Mτ (W ) coincides with the Dilworth-Perkins
construction M(W ). For example, the 5-element monoid
A10 = L
1
2 = 〈1, e, f | e
2 = e, f 2 = f, ef = 0〉
is isomorphic to Mτ0(W ), where W = {a
mbn | m,n ≥ 0} [18]. Notice that W is an
infinite set of words but it is a union of only four τ0-classes.
Here is the connection between monoids of the form Mτ (W ) and τ -terms for
monoid varieties.
Fact 1.4. [18, Lemma 7.1] Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗ such that
the empty word forms a singleton τ -class. Let W be a set of words in A∗ which is a
union of τ -classes and is closed under taking subwords. Then a monoid variety V
contains Mτ (W ) if and only if every word in W is a τ -term for V.
Fact 1.4 generalizes Lemma 3.3 in [6] which gives a connection between monoids
of the form M(W ) and isoterms for monoid varieties. We are interested only in
monoids of the form Mτ (W ) for which the set Hτ (W ) ⊂ A
∗/τ is finite. To simplify
the computations involving such monoids, we redefine the generalized Dilworth-
Perkins construction in terms of the (finite) subsets A∗/τ instead of the (infinite)
subsets of A∗ (see Definition 2.2 below).
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A letter is called simple (multiple) in a word u if it occurs in u once (at least
twice). The set of all (simple, multiple) letters in a word u is denoted by con(u)
(respectively, sim(u) and mul(u)). We partition the congruence τ0 into three more
congruences as follows. Given u,v ∈ A∗, we define:
• uγv if and only if uτ0v and mul(u) = mul(v);
• uλv if and only if uγv and the first two occurrences of each multiple letter
are adjacent in u if and only if these occurrences are adjacent in v;
• uρv if and only if uγv and the last two occurrences of each multiple letter are
adjacent in u if and only if these occurrences are adjacent in v.
Notice that the relations ρ and λ are dual to each other. In Section 3, we redefine
these three equivalence relations on A∗ in a different way and verify that they are
congruences (Proposition 3.4).
Recently, Gusev [4] found two new limit varieties of monoids: J and the dual
of J. The variety J is given by a certain (infinite) set of identities. While looking
through his proof that J is NFB, we noticed that it yields the following sufficient
condition:
Sufficient Condition 1.5. Let M be a monoid such that M satisfies
Σ = {xy1y2 . . . ynxt1y1t2y2 . . . tnyn ≈ x
2y1y2 . . . ynt1y1t2y2 . . . tnyn | n ≥ 1}
and all the words in WG = {atba
msbn | m,n ≥ 1} are λ-terms for M , then M is
NFB.
If x ∈ A we use x+ to denote xn when n is a positive integer and its exact value
is unimportant. Notice that the set WG is infinite but consists of a single λ-class,
which can be described as the set of all words of the form atba+sb+. This leads us to
name the entire λ-class WG by atba
+sb+ where a+ and b+ are regarded as symbols
of an additional alphabet B. Thus for each x ∈ A we assign double meaning to x+:
• if x is used in a word u ∈ A∗ we interpret x+ as a positive power of x;
• if x is used in a name for the element Hτ (u) of quotient monoid A
∗/τ for some
τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}, then we interpret x
+ formally as a symbol of the alphabet B.
Sufficient Condition 1.5 together with Fact 1.4 gave us a clue that the variety J
is generated by Mλ(W
≤
G ) (see Theorem 6.2(v) below). Let A denote the 6-element
semigroup given by the multiplication Table 1 and A denote the semigroup dual to
A. The semigroup A was introduced and shown to be FB in [11, Section 19]. Let A1
denote the monoid obtained by adjoining an identity element to A. Recently, Zhang
and Luo [22] proved that the direct product A1×A
1
generates another limit variety
of monoids. Together with Sergey Gusev we calculated set of words WZ such that
var(A1 × A
1
) is generated by Mγ(WZ) (Theorem 7.1(iv)).
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A 0 d g c f e
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
d 0 0 0 0 0 d
g 0 0 0 0 0 g
c 0 0 d 0 c 0
f 0 0 g 0 f 0
e 0 d d c c e
Table 1: Multiplication table of semigroup A [11]
In addition to proving that J is a finitely generated limit variety of monoids,
Gusev in [4] calculated the lattice of subvarieties of J which consists of 12 finitely
generated varieties. However, the explicit generators of five of these subvarieties
including the variety J itself were unknown. In Section 6 we show that every sub-
variety of J is generated by a (finite) monoid of the form Mλ(W ). In Section 7 we
show that every subvariety of var(A1 ×A
1
) is generated by a (finite) monoid of the
formMγ(W ). In section 8, using Mγ(W ) representation for A
1×A
1
, we give a short
proof to Theorem 6.2 in [21] that says that the monoid A1 × A
1
is NFB. It turns
out [5], that all limit varieties of J-trivial monoids are generated by finite monoids
of the form Mτ (W ) where τ is either the trivial congruence on A
∗ or τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}.
2 Monoids of the form Mτ(W) where W is a set of
τ-words
Given a congruence τ on the free monoid A∗ we use ◦τ to denote the binary operation
on the quotient monoid A∗/τ . The elements of A∗/τ are called τ -words or τ -classes
and written using lowercase letters in the typewriter style1. The subword relation
≤ on A∗ can be naturally extended to τ -words as follows. Given two τ -words
u, v ∈ A∗/τ we write v ≤τ u if u = p ◦τ v ◦τ s for some p, s ∈ A
∗/τ .
Lemma 2.1. For u, v ∈ A∗/τ the following are equivalent:
(i) v ≤τ u;
(ii) every word v ∈ v is a subword of a word u ∈ u;
(iii) some word v ∈ v is a subword of a word u ∈ u.
Proof. (i) ⇒ (ii) Since v ≤τ u, we have u = p ◦τ v ◦τ s for some p, s ∈ A
∗/τ .
Take some p ∈ p and some s ∈ s. Then Hτ (pvs) = p◦τv◦τs = u. Hence v is a
subword of u = pvs ∈ u.
Implication (ii) ⇒ (iii) is evident.
1We call the elements of A∗/τ by τ-words when we want to emphasize the relations between
them and we refer to u ∈ A∗/τ as a τ-class when we are interested in the description of the words
contained in u.
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(iii) ⇒ (i) Since v is a subword of u, we have u = pvs for some p, s ∈ A∗.
Consequently, u = Hτ (p) ◦τ v ◦τ Hτ (s). Hence v ≤τ u.
Given a set of τ -words W we define W≤τ as closure of W in quasi-order ≤τ .
Definition 2.2. Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗ and W ⊂ A∗/τ be
a set of τ -words. We define Mτ (W) as the Rees quotient of A
∗/τ over the ideal
(A∗/τ) \ W≤τ .
Example 2.3. The five-element monoid
A10 = 〈1, e, f | e
2 = e, f 2 = f, ef = 0〉
is isomorphic to Mτ0({a
+b+}) by e→ b+ and f → a+.
Given a set of τ -words W we have
Mτ (W) = 〈W
≤τ ∪ {0}, ⋆τ〉
where multiplication ⋆τ is given by
• u ⋆τ v = u ◦τ v if u ◦τ v ∈ W
≤τ , otherwise, u ⋆τ v = 0.
For example, the monoid Mτ0({a
+b+}) has five elements {a+b+}≤τ0 ∪ {0} =
{1, a+, b+, a+b+, 0}, where a+, b+ and a+b+ are the names of τ0-classes {a
m | m > 0},
{bn | n > 0} and {ambn | m,n > 0}, respectively.
We extend the definition of a τ -term for a monoid M to τ -words as follows: a
τ -word u ∈ A∗/τ is said to be a τ -term for M if every word in u ∈ u is a τ -term for
M . Using τ -words, Fact 1.4 can be reformulated as follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗ with the property that
the empty word forms a singleton τ -class. Let W ⊂ A∗/τ be a set of τ -words. Then
a monoid variety V contains Mτ (W) if and only if every τ -word in W
≤τ is a τ -term
for V.
Proof. The set of words W = {u | Hτ (u) ∈ W
≤τ} is closed under taking subwords
by Lemma 2.1. Notice that Mτ (W) =Mτ (W ), where the monoid Mτ (W ) is obtained
from W ⊂ A∗ by using the construction defined before Fact 1.4.
⇒ If V contains Mτ (W) = Mτ (W ) then every word in W ⊂ A
∗ is a τ -term for V
by Fact 1.4. Consequently, every τ -word in W≤τ is a τ -term for V.
⇐ If every τ -word in W≤ is a τ -term for V then every word in W ⊂ A∗ is a
τ -term for V. Consequently, V contains Mτ (W) =Mτ (W ) by Fact 1.4.
If a monoid M (monoid variety V) satisfies all identities in a set Σ then we
write M |= Σ (V |= Σ). Since Mτ (W) is a monoid with zero, it satisfies only
regular identities. Let u ≈ v be a regular identity, that is, con(u) = con(v).
Then Mτ (W) |= u ≈ v if and only if for every substitution Θ : A
∗ → W≤τ we have
Θ(u) = Θ(v) whenever Θ(u) ∈ W≤τ . We use varM to refer to the variety of monoids
generated by M . The following statement generalizes Lemma 5.1 in [7].
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Lemma 2.5. Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗. Let W1 and W2 be two
sets of τ -words. Then
varMτ (W1 ∪ W2) = var(Mτ (W1)×Mτ (W2)).
Proof. Lemma 2.1 implies that (W1 ∪ W2)
≤τ = W≤τ1 ∪ W
≤τ
2 . Fix some regular identity
u ≈ v. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Mτ (W1 ∪ W2) |= u ≈ v;
(ii) for every substitution Θ : A+ → W≤τ1 ∪ W
≤τ
2 we have Θ(u) = Θ(v) whenever
Θ(u) ∈ W≤τ1 or Θ(u) ∈ W
≤τ
2 ;
(iii) Mτ (W1) |= u ≈ v and Mτ (W2) |= u ≈ v.
Let τ be a congruence on the free monoid A∗ with the property that the empty
word forms a singleton τ -class. In view of Lemma 2.4, it is convenient to think that
monoid varieties induce a quasi-order on subsets of A∗/τ defined as follows:
• W τ W
′ if for any monoid variety V each τ -word in W′ is a τ -term for V
whenever each τ -word in W is a τ -term for V.
If W τ W
′ τ W then we write W ∼τ W
′. If τ is the trivial congruence on A∗ then
we use  instead of τ and ∼ instead of ∼τ as in [17].
3 Representations of the monoids A∗/τ0, A
∗/γ, A∗/λ
and A∗/ρ
Let B denote an alphabet which consists of symbols a+ for each a ∈ A. For each
a ∈ A consider the following rewriting rules on (A ∪B)+:
• R0a→a+ replaces an occurrence of a in u by a
+;
• Rγ
a→a+
replaces an occurrence of a in u by a+ only in case if u contains either
another occurrence of a or an occurrence of a+;
• Rλa→a+ replaces an occurrence of a in u by a
+ only in case if either a or a+
appears in u to the left of this occurrence of a;
• Rρ
a→a+
replaces an occurrence of a in u by a+ only in case if either a or a+
appears in u to the right of this occurrence of a;
• Ra+a+→a+ replaces a
+a+ by a+;
• Raa+→a+ replaces aa
+ by a+.
• Ra+a→a+ replaces a
+a by a+.
Lemma 3.1. (i) Using the rules {R0a→a+ , Ra+a+→a+ | a ∈ A} in any order, every
word u ∈ (A ∪B)∗ can be transformed to a unique word rτ0(u) such that none of
these rules is applicable to rτ0(u).
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(ii) Using the rules {Rγ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+ | a ∈ A} in any order, every word u ∈
(A ∪B)∗ can be transformed to a unique word rγ(u) such that none of these rules
is applicable to rγ(u).
(iii) Using the rules {Rλa→a+ , Ra+a+→a+ , Raa+→a+ | a ∈ A} in any order, every
word u ∈ (A ∪ B)∗ can be transformed to a unique word rλ(u) such that none of
these rules is applicable to rλ(u).
(iv) Using the rules {Rρ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+ , Ra+a→a+ | a ∈ A} in any order, every
word u ∈ (A ∪ B)∗ can be transformed to a unique word rρ(u) such that none of
these rules is applicable to rρ(u).
Proof. Notice that the rules R0
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+ , Raa+→a+ and Ra+a→a+ are traditional
relations on a free monoid while the rules Rγ
a→a+
, Rλa→a+ and R
ρ
a→a+
require to check
certain property of a word u before being applied to u. But since an application
of any of these rules does not change this property, each of the following rewriting
systems is confluent:
(i)
〈(A ∪B)∗ | R0a→a+ , Ra+a+→a+, a ∈ A〉;
(ii)
〈(A ∪B)∗ | Rγ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+, a ∈ A〉;
(iii)
〈(A ∪B)∗ | Rλa→a+ , Ra+a+→a+ , Raa+→a+ , a ∈ A〉;
(iv)
〈(A ∪B)∗ | Rρ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+ , Ra+a→a+ , a ∈ A〉.
For the rest of this article, we fix the following special subsets of (A ∪B)∗.
Definition 3.2. (i) Rτ0 denotes the set of all words in (A ∪B)
∗ to which none of
the rewriting rules {R0a→a+ , Ra+a+→a+ | a ∈ A} is applicable.
(ii) Rγ denotes the set of all words in (A ∪B)
∗ to which none of the rewriting
rules {Rγ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+ | a ∈ A} is applicable.
(iii) Rλ denotes the set of all words in (A ∪B)
∗ to which none of the rewriting
rules {Rλa→a+ , Ra+a+→a+, Raa+→a+ | a ∈ A} is applicable.
(iv) Rρ denotes the set of all words in (A ∪B)
∗ to which none of the rewriting
rules {Rρ
a→a+
, Ra+a+→a+, Ra+a→a+ | a ∈ A} is applicable.
Fix some τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}. (Temporarily, until Proposition 3.4, we use τ only as
an index.) We refer to each of the four rewriting systems in Definition 3.2 as to τ -
rewriting system. For example,
〈(A ∪B)∗ | R0a→a+ , Ra+a+→a+ , a ∈ A〉
is called τ0-rewriting system.
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By Definition 3.2, the elements of Rτ are the words in the alphabet A ∪ B
reduced in the τ -rewriting system, that is, u ∈ Rτ if and only if u = rτ (u).
For each pair of words u,v ∈ Rτ we define:
u⋄τv = rτ (uv),
where uv is the result of concatenation of u and v in (A ∪B)∗. For example:
(a+ca+), (ab+tc) ∈ Rγ and (a
+ca+)⋄γ(ab
+tc) = a+c+a+b+tc+ ∈ Rγ ;
(aca+), (ab+tc) ∈ Rλ and (aca
+)⋄λ(ab
+tc) = aca+b+tc+ ∈ Rλ.
Consider the map
rτ : (A ∪B)
∗ →Rτ given by u→ rτ (u).
Lemma 3.1 implies that the map rτ is a homomorphism from (A ∪B)
∗ to the
monoid 〈Rτ , ⋄τ 〉.
We are interested only in the restriction of the homomorphism rτ to the free
monoid A∗. If u ∈ A∗ and x ∈ con(u) then an island formed by x in u is a maximal
subword of u which is a power of x. For example, the word xy2x5yx3 has three
islands formed by x and two islands formed by y. The next statement explains how
to compute rτ (u) for each u ∈ A
∗.
Fact 3.3. If u ∈ A∗ then:
(i) rτ0(u) can be obtained from u by replacing the exponents of all the islands by
symbol +;
(ii) rγ(u) can be obtained from u by replacing the exponents of all the islands
formed by multiple letters in u by symbol +;
(iii) rλ(u) can be obtained from u by replacing the exponents of all the islands
formed by x ∈ con(u) by symbol +, except for the island (if any) which is formed
only by the first occurrence of x;
(iv) rρ(u) can be obtained from u by replacing the exponents of all the islands
formed by x ∈ con(u) by symbol +, except for the island (if any) which is formed
only by the last occurrence of x.
Proof. This fact follows immediately from Lemma 3.1.
For example, if u = ab2cadbct ∈ A∗ then:
(i) rτ0(u) = a
+b+c+a+d+b+c+t+ ∈ Rτ0 ⊂ B
∗;
(ii) rγ(u) = a
+b+c+a+db+c+t ∈ Rγ ⊂ (A ∪B)
∗;
(iii) rλ(u) = ab
+ca+db+c+t ∈ Rλ ⊂ (A ∪B)
∗;
(iv) rρ(u) = a
+b+c+adbct ∈ Rρ ⊂ (A ∪B)
∗.
Now we explain the connection between the four formal rewriting systems on (A∪
B)∗ and the four equivalence relations on A∗ which we defined in the introduction.
In particular, the next proposition implies that each of the four equivalence relations
is a congruence on A∗.
Proposition 3.4. Let τ0, γ, λ and ρ be the equivalence relations on A
∗ defined in
the introduction. Then for each τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}:
(i) τ is the kernel of the homomorphism
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rτ : A
∗ →Rτ given by u→ rτ (u);
(ii) the homomorphism rτ : A
∗ →Rτ induces the isomorphism rτ from 〈A
∗/τ, ◦τ〉
onto 〈Rτ , ⋄τ〉 defined by rτ (u) = rτ (u) for each u ∈ A
∗/τ and u ∈ u.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately from the next three claims and the fact that the
equivalence relations λ and ρ are dual to each other.
Claim 1. For every u,v ∈ A∗ the following are equivalent:
(a) uτ0v;
(b) u can be obtained from v by changing the individual exponents of letters;
(c) rτ0(u) = rτ0(v).
Claim 2. For every u,v ∈ A∗ the following are equivalent:
(a) uγv;
(b) u can be obtained from v by changing the individual exponents of letters and
mul(u) = mul(v);
(c) rγ(u) = rγ(v).
Claim 3. For every u,v ∈ A∗ the following are equivalent:
(a) uλv;
(b) u can be obtained from v by changing the individual exponents of letters,
mul(u) = mul(v) and the first two occurrences of each multiple letter are adjacent
in u if and only if these occurrences are adjacent in v;
(c) rλ(u) = rλ(v).
Proof of Claims 1, 2 and 3. Parts (a) and (b) in each claim are equivalent by the
definitions of τ0, γ and λ. The equivalence of parts (b) and (c) is an easy consequence
from Fact 3.3.
Part (ii) immediately follows from Part (i).
Put τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}. Given u ∈ Rτ , we use r
−1
τ (u) to denote the preimage of
u under the map rτ : A
∗ → Rτ . In view of Proposition 3.4, it is convenient to use
elements of Rτ as names for the τ -words in A
∗/τ . For example, a+b+ is the name of
the τ0-class r
−1
τ0
(a+b+) = {ambn | m,n ≥ 1} and γ-class r−1γ (a
+b+) = {ambn | m,n ≥
2}.
Since Rτ0 ⊂ B
∗, we have v ≤τ0 u if and only if rτ (v) is a subword of rτ (u). Hence
for each u ∈ A/τ0 we have
{u}≤τ0 = {v ∈ B∗ | v ≤ rτ0(u)}.
In particular, {u}≤τ0 is a finite set. For example,
{a+b+}≤τ0 = {1, a+, b+, a+b+}.
Using Lemma 2.1, one can compute that
{ab+}≤γ = {1, a, b, b+, ab, ab+}.
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Notice that the set {ab+}≤γ is larger than the set of all subwords of ab+. However,
the set {ab+}≤γ is finite because for each k ≥ 2, we have rγ(b
2) = rγ(b
k) and
rγ(ab
2) = rγ(ab
k).
In order to show that for each τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ} and every u ∈ A∗/τ the set {u}≤τ
is also finite, we use Kτ (u) to denote the (finite) subset of {u ∈ A
∗ | u ∈ u}
membership to which is determined as follows:
• Given u ∈ u, the word u belongs to K(u) if and only if u does not have any
subwords of the form x3 for any x ∈ A.
For example, Kγ(a
+ba+) = {aba, a2ba2, a2ba, a2ba}, Kλ(ab
+a+) = {ab2a, ab2a2}.
The following lemma gives us a simple algorithm for computing the set {u}≤τ .
Lemma 3.5. Let τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ} and u ∈ A∗/τ . Then
{u}≤τ = {rτ (v) | v ≤ u,u ∈ K(u)}.
In particular, the set {u}≤τ is finite.
Proof. In view of Lemma 2.1, we have
{u}≤τ = {rτ (v) | v ≤ u,u ∈ u}.
Take u ∈ u. Let u′ denote the word obtained from u by applying the relation
x3 = x2 for each x ∈ con(u) from left to right whenever it is applicable. For
example, if u = x4yxy5 then u′ = x2yxy2. Then rτ (u) = rτ (u
′) by Fact 3.3. This
means that in order to find all the elements in {u}≤τ it is enough to know only all
the subwords of words in K(u). Since the set K(u) is finite, the set {u}≤τ is also
finite and can be effectively computed.
The next example lists all non-zero elements of the 31-element monoidMλ({atba
+sb+})
which generates the limit variety J (see Theorem 6.2 below).
Example 3.6.
{atba+sb+}≤λ = {1, a, a+, b, b+, t, s,
at, tb, ba, ba+, as, a+s, sb, sb+,
atb, tba, tba+, asb, a+sb, a+sb+,
atba+, tbas, tba+s, basb+, ba+sb+,
atba+s, tbasb+, tba+sb+, atba+sb+}
Proposition 3.7. If τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ} then:
(i) u ∈ A∗/τ is an idempotent of A∗/τ if and only if rτ (u) = 1 or rτ (u) = x
+ for
some x ∈ A;
(ii) the relation ≤τ is an order on A
∗/τ , thus A∗/τ is a J-trivial monoid;
(iii) if W ⊂ A∗/τ is finite set of τ -words then Mτ (W) is finite J-trivial monoid.
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Proof. (i) If x ∈ A then x+⋄τx
+ = rτ (x
+x+) = x+, x⋄τx = rτ (x
2) = x+.
If rτ (u) ∈ Rτ contains more than one letter then the word rτ (u)⋄τrτ (u) = rτ (u
2)
is longer than rτ (u).
(ii) If v ≤τ u then Lemma 3.5 implies that either rτ (v) ∈ Rτ is a subword of
rτ (u) ∈ Rτ or rτ (v) becomes a subword of rτ (u) after some letters {a1, . . . , ak | k >
0} ⊆ con(rτ (v)) are replaced by a
+
1 , . . . , a
+
k . For example, (abc
+) ≤λ (ba
+b+c+a+).
This implies that if v ≤τ u and u ≤τ v then v = u.
(iii) Since Mτ (W) is a Rees quotient of J-trivial monoid A
∗/τ , it is also J-trivial.
If W is finite then W≤τ is also finite by Lemma 3.5.
If M and M ′ are isomorphic monoids we write M ∼= M ′. Recall that a word
u ∈ A∗ is simple if each letter occurs at most once in u. Since every simple word
forms a singleton γ-class, λ-class and ρ-class, we have the following.
Fact 3.8. Let τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}. Then
(i) a simple word u is an isoterm for a monoid variety if and only if u is a
τ -term for this variety;
(ii) M({ab}) ∼= Mτ ({ab}).
Given k ≥ 1 we say that u ∈ A∗ is k-island-limited if each letter forms at most k
islands in u. For example, the word x7yzp2t is 1-island-simple. Given τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ},
the word u ∈ Rτ is k-island-limited if every(some) word in r
−1
τ (u) is k-island-
limited. It is easy to see that if u ∈ Rγ ∩ Rλ ∩ Rρ is 1-island-limited for some
τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ} then r−1γ (u) = r
−1
λ (u) = r
−1
ρ (u). Hence u is 1-island-limited for each
τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}. For example, x+yzp+t ∈ Rγ ∩ Rλ ∩ Rρ is 1-island-limited because
r−1γ (x
+yzp+t) = r−1λ (x
+yzp+t) = r−1ρ (x
+yzp+t) = {xnyzpmt | n,m ≥ 2}. Thus we
have the following two facts.
Fact 3.9. Let V be a monoid variety.
If u ∈ Rγ ∩ Rλ ∩Rρ is 1-island-limited then the following are equivalent:
(i) u is a λ-term for V;
(ii) u is a ρ-term for V;
(iii) u is a γ-term for V.
Fact 3.10. Let W ⊂ Rγ ∩ Rλ ∩Rρ be a set of 1-island-limited words.
Then Mγ(W) ∼= Mλ(W) ∼= Mρ(W).
4 Some properties of τ-terms for monoid varieties
Fact 4.1. Every subword of an isoterm (τ0-term) for a monoid variety V is an
isoterm (τ0-term) for V.
Proof. The fact that every subword of an isoterm for V is an isoterm for V is
well-known and can be easily verified. Similar argument works to show that every
subword of a τ0-term u for V is a τ0-term for V. Indeed, let v be a subword of u.
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If v is not a τ0-term for V then V |= v ≈ w such that v and w are not τ0-related.
This means that v = pas and w = p′bs′ where p, s, p′ and s′ are possibly empty
words, pτ0p
′ and a 6= b ∈ A. Since v ≤ u we have u = cvd for some possibly
empty words c and d. Then V |= (u = cpasd) ≈ cp′bs′d′. Since u and cp′bs′d′
are not τ0-related, we obtained a contradiction to the fact that u is a τ0-term for V.
Therefore, v is must be a τ0-term for V.
The next statement is a refinement of a well-known fact.
Fact 4.2. Let τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}. For a monoid variety V the following are equivalent:
(i) x is an isoterm for V;
(ii) every identity u ≈ v satisfied by V has the following property: sim(u) =
sim(v) and mul(u) = mul(v);
(iii) x+ is a τ -term for V.
Here is one more useful statement that can be easily verified.
Fact 4.3. Let τ1 and τ2 be two congruences on A
∗. If τ1 partitions τ2 then every
τ1-term for a monoid variety V is also a τ2-term for V.
Lemma 4.4. Let V be a monoid variety such that x is an isoterm for V.Then every
subword of a γ-term for V is a γ-term for V.
Proof. Suppose that v ≤ u and u is a γ-term for V. Since u is a γ-term for V, the
word u is also a τ0-term for V by Fact 4.3. Consequently, v is a τ0-term for V by
Fact 4.1. If v is not a γ-term for V then V |= v ≈ w such that vτ0w but v and w
are not γ-related. This means that some letter x is simple in v but multiple in w.
Since x is an isoterm for V this is impossible. Therefore, v is a γ-term for V.
Corollary 4.5. Let τ be either the trivial congruence on A∗ or τ ∈ {τ0, γ}. Then
for every set of τ -words W we have W ∼τ W
≤τ .
Proof. Evidently, W≤τ τ W. Suppose that every τ -word in W is a τ -term for a monoid
variety V. Without loss of generality we may assume that W is not empty.
Claim 4. If τ = γ then x is an isoterm for V.
Proof. Consider two cases:
Case 1: For some w ∈ W the word r(w) ∈ Rγ involves at least two distinct letters.
In this case, some word w ∈ w involves at least two distinct letters. If x is not
an isoterm for V then V |= x ≈ xk for some k ≥ 2. But then V |= w ≈ wk which
contradicts the fact that w is a γ-term for V.
Case 2: For each w ∈ W either rγ(w) = a or rγ(w) = a
+.
In this case, x is an isoterm for V by Fact 4.2.
Take some u, v ∈ W such that v ≤τ u. Every word v ∈ v is a subword of a word
u ∈ u by Lemma 2.1. Since τ -word u is a τ -term for V, the word u is a τ -term for
V. Then v is also a τ -term forV either by Fact 4.1 or by Lemma 4.4. Consequently,
τ -word v is a τ -term for V. Thus W τ W
≤τ . Therefore, W ∼τ W
≤τ .
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Example 4.6. {a+t, ta+} ∼γ {a
+ta+}.
Proof. Suppose that the γ-words a+t and ta+ are γ-terms for a monoid variety V.
Then t is an isoterm for V by Corollary 4.5 and Fact 3.8. If a+ta+ is not a γ-term
for V then V |= xntxm ≈ u for some n,m ≥ 1 and some u such that u is not
γ-related to xntxm. Fact 4.2 implies that for some k ≥ 2, either V |= xntxm ≈ xkt
or V |= xntxm ≈ txk. But this is impossible because both a+t and ta+ are γ-terms
for M .
If a+ta+ is a γ-term for a monoid variety V then every γ-word in {a+ta+}≤γ is a
γ-term for V by Corollary 4.5. In particular, a+t, ta+ ∈ {a+ta+}≤γ are also γ-terms
for V.
The next fact follows immediately from the definitions of the congruences γ and
λ given in the introduction.
Fact 4.7. Let w1 and w2 be two γ-related words. Then w1 and w2 are not λ-related
if and only if one can find x ∈ con(w1) = con(w2) with the following properties:
(i) x forms at least two islands in w1;
(ii) the first island formed by x in w1 contains only the first occurrence of x
but the first island formed by x in w2 contains at least two occurrences of x or vice
versa.
Given k ≥ 1 we say that a τ -word u is k-island-limited if rτ (u) is k-island-limited.
Lemma 4.8. If W is a set of 2-island-limited λ-words then W ∼λ W
≤λ.
Proof. Evidently, W≤λ λ W. Suppose that every λ-word in W is a λ-term for a monoid
variety V. Take some u ∈ W. Let v be a λ-word such that v ≤λ u. Then by Lemma
2.1, every word in v ∈ v is a subword of a word u ∈ u. Since u is a λ-term for V,
the word u is a λ-term for V. Since u is a γ-term for V by Fact 4.3, v is a γ-term
for V by Lemma 4.4.
Suppose that some v ∈ v is not a λ-term forV and v ≤ u ∈ u. ThenV |= v ≈ w
such that vγw but v and w are not λ-related. Three cases are possible.
Case 1: For some x ∈ con(v) = con(w), Properties (i)–(ii) in Fact 4.7 hold and
x is not the first letter in v.
In this case, v = axkbx+c and u = paxkbx+cs for some k ≥ 1 such that the
word pabcs has no occurrences of x, the words p and cs are possibly empty, but
a and b are not empty. Then the identity v ≈ w implies u = paxkbx+cs ≈ pws.
Since u and pws are not λ-related, this contradicts the fact that u is a λ-term for
V.
Case 2: v = xbx+c, w = xmb′x+c′ for some m ≥ 2, the words v and xb′x+c′
are λ-related, u = pxkbx+cs for some k ≥ 1, the word pbcs has no occurrences of
x, the words p and cs are possible empty, but b is not empty.
In this case, the identity v ≈ w implies pxbx+cs ≈ pxmb′x+c′s.
If k = 1 then u = pxbx+cs. Since u and pxmb′x+cs are not λ-related, this
contradicts the fact that u is a λ-term for V.
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If k ≥ 2 then u = pxkbx+cs and u′ = pxmb′x+c′s are λ-related. Hence u′
is also a λ-term for V. On the other hand, u′ is not a λ-term for V because
V |= u′ ≈ pxbx+cs. A contradiction.
Case 3: v = xmbx+c, w = xb′x+c′ for some m ≥ 2, the words xb′x+c′ and w
are λ-related, u = pxkbx+cs for some k ≥ m, the word pbcs has no occurrences of
x, the words p and cs are possible empty, but b is not empty.
In this case, the identity v ≈ w implies pxmbx+cs ≈ pxb′x+c′s. Notice that u
and u′ = pxmbx+cs are λ-related. Hence u′ is also a λ-term for V. On the other
hand, u′ is not a λ-term for V because V |= u′ ≈ pxb′x+c′s. A contradiction.
To avoid the contradiction in every case, we conclude that v is a λ-term for V.
Since v is an arbitrary word in λ-class v, the λ-word v is a λ-term for V. Thus
W λ W
≤λ . Therefore, W ∼λ W
≤λ .
Example 4.9. {ata+, a+t} ∼λ {a
+ta+}.
Proof. Suppose that ata+ and a+t are λ-terms for a monoid variety V. Then the
λ-word ta+ is also a λ-term for V by Lemma 4.8. If V |= xntxm ≈ u for some
n ≥ 2, m ≥ 1 then u = xktxp for some k + p ≥ 2 by Fact 4.2. Since ata+, ta+ and
a+t are λ-terms for V, the only possibility is that k ≥ 2 and p ≥ 1. Hence a+ta+ is
a λ-term for V.
Now suppose that a+ta+ is a λ-term for a monoid variety V. Then each word in
{a+ta+}≤λ is a λ-term for V by Lemma 4.8. In particular, ata+ and a+t are λ-terms
for V.
Example 4.10. (i) If λ-word a+ta+ is a λ-term for a monoid variety V then γ-word
a+ta+ is a γ-term for V.
(ii) The γ-word a+ta+ is a γ-term for Mγ({a
+ta+}), but the λ-word a+ta+ is
not a λ-term for Mγ({a
+ta+}).
Proof. (i) Since a+ta+ is a λ-term for V, the λ-word ata+ is also a λ-term for
V by Example 4.9. Since r−1γ (a
+ta+) = r−1λ (a
+ta+) ∪ r−1λ (ata
+), every word u ∈
r−1γ (a
+ta+) is a γ-term for V by Fact 4.3. Consequently, the γ-word a+ta+ is a
γ-term for V.
(ii) The γ-word a+ta+ is a γ-term for the monoid Mγ({a
+ta+}) by Lemma 2.4.
The λ-word a+ta+ is not a λ-term forMγ({a
+ta+}), because Mγ({a
+ta+}) |= xtx ≈
x2tx.
In fact, it follows from Figure 1 in [4] and Theorems 5.1(iii) and 6.2(ii) below
that varMλ({a
+ta+}) is a cover of varMγ({a
+ta+}).
5 Every subvariety of varA10 is generated by a monoid
of the form Mτ(W) for each τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}
Recall from the introduction that A10 denotes the five-element monoid obtained by
adjoining an identity element to the following semigroup:
A0 = 〈e, f | e
2 = e, f 2 = f, ef = 0〉.
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Let L1 and B10 denote the monoids obtained by adjoining an identity element to the
following semigroups:
L = 〈e, c | e2 = e, c2 = ec = 0, ce = c〉;
B0 = 〈e, f, c | e
2 = e, f 2 = f, ef = fe = 0, ec = cf = c〉.
The four-element monoid L1 and the five-element monoid B10 were shown to be FB
in [2].
Figure 4 in [8] exhibits the lattice of eight subvarieties of varA10. The four-
element chain at the bottom of this lattice is the same as the corresponding chain in
Figure 1 in [6]. It starts with the trivial variety T generated by the trivial monoid
M(∅), which is covered by SL generated by the two-element semilattice M({λ}).
The variety SL in turn is covered by C generated by the cyclic monoid M({a}).
The variety C is covered by D = varM({ab}).
Given a monoid variety V we use V to denote the variety dual to V, that is, the
variety consisting of monoids anti-isomorphic to the monoids from V. According to
Figure 4 in [8], the variety D has two covers dual to each other: E = varL1 and
E = varL
1
.
Let us verify that tx+ is a γ-term for L1. Indeed, suppose that for some n > 1,
the monoid L1 satisfies an identity txn ≈ u such that txn and u are not γ-related.
Since L1 |= x2 ≈ x3 and xy is an isoterm for L1, we conclude that L1 satisfies one
of the following identities:
tx2 ≈ x2t, tx2 ≈ xtx2, tx2 ≈ x2tx2
If we substitute c for t and e for x, each of these identities yields c = 0. A contra-
diction. Hence ta+ is a γ-term for L1. Since {ta+} ∼γ {ta
+}≤γ by Corollary 4.5,
Lemma 2.4 implies that the variety E contains Mγ({ta
+}).
SinceD |= tx2 ≈ x2t, the word tx2 is not a γ-term forD. Lemma 2.4 implies that
the variety D does not contain Mγ({ta
+}). Since D is a unique maximal subvariety
of E, the variety E is generated by Mγ({ta
+}).
Lemma 2.5 implies that E∨E = varMγ({ta
+, a+t}). On the other hand, accord-
ing to Figure 4 in [8] we have E ∨ E = varB10 . Thus varB
1
0 = varMγ({ta
+, a+t}).
By Lemma 2.4 and Example 4.6 we have
varMγ({ta
+, a+t}) = varMγ({a
+ta+}).
Let us verify that every word in r−1γ (a
+b+) = {anbm | n,m > 1} is γ-term for
A10. Indeed, if not, then A
1
0 |= x
nym ≈ u such that u contains yx as a subword. If
we substitute f for x and e for y we obtain fe = 0. A contradiction. Therefore
a+b+ is a γ-term for A10. Since {a
+b+} ∼γ {a
+b+}≤γ by Corollary 4.5, Lemma 2.4
implies that varA10 contains Mγ({a
+b+}).
On the other hand, since B10 |= x
2y2 ≈ y2x2 the γ-word a+b+ is not a γ-term for
B10 . Consequently, varB
1
0 does not contain Mγ({a
+b+}) by Lemma 2.4. Since B10 is
a unique maximal subvariety of A10, we have varA
1
0 = varMγ({a
+b+}).
Overall, we have proved the following theorem.
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Theorem 5.1. (i) E = varL1 = varMγ({ta
+}).
(ii) E = varL
1
= varMγ({a
+t}).
(iii) E ∨ E = varB10 = varMγ({ta
+, a+t}) = varMγ({a
+ta+}).
(iv) varA10 = varMγ({a
+b+}).
Remark 5.2. Fact 3.10 implies that the following monoids are isomorphic:
Mγ({ta
+}) ∼= Mλ({ta
+}) ∼= Mρ({ta
+});
Mγ({ta
+, a+t}) ∼= Mλ({ta
+, a+t}) ∼= Mρ({ta
+, a+t});
Mγ({a
+b+}) ∼= Mλ({a
+b+}) ∼= Mλ({a
+b+}).
Remark 5.3. (i) L1 is isomorphic to the submonoid {1, a+, ta+, 0} of Mγ({ta
+}).
(ii) The five-element monoid B10 can be obtained from the submonoid {1, ta
+, a+, b+t, b+, 0}
of Mγ({ta
+, b+t}) by identifying c = ta+ = b+t.
(iii) A10
∼= Mτ0({a
+b+}) is isomorphic to the submonoid {1, a+, b+, a+b+, 0} of
Mγ({a
+b+}).
6 Every subvariety of J is generated by a monoid
of the form Mλ(W)
The variety given by a set of identities Σ is denoted by varΣ. It follows from [2,
Proposition 3.1] that
E = var{x2 ≈ x3, xyx ≈ x2y, x2y2 ≈ y2x2}.
Following [4] put:
F = var{x2y2 ≈ y2x2, xytxy ≈ yxtxy, xtxs ≈ xtxsx};
H = var{xtx ≈ xtx2, x2y2 ≈ y2x2, xytxy ≈ yxtxy,
xt1xt2t3x ≈ xt1xt2xt3x, x
2yty ≈ xyxty ≈ yx2ty};
I = var{xtx ≈ xtx2, x2y2 ≈ y2x2, xytxy ≈ yxtxy,
xt1xt2t3x ≈ xt1xt2xt3x, xtxysy ≈ xtyxsy};
J = var{xtx ≈ xtx2, x2y2 ≈ y2x2, xytxy ≈ yxtxy,
xt1xt2t3x ≈ xt1xt2xt3x,wn(π) ≈ w
′
n(π) | n ≥ 0, π ∈ Sn},
where wn(π) = xy1πy2π . . . ynπxt1y1t2y2 . . . tnyn,
w′n(π) = x
2y1πy2π . . . ynπt1y1t2y2 . . . tnyn and Sn is the full symmetric group on
the n-element set.
Let B1 denote the monoid obtained by adjoining an identity element to a 5-
element semigroup B introduced in [9, Section 9] by the multiplication Table 2.
According to Proposition 9.1 in [9], the monoid B1 has the following identity basis:
varB1 = var{xtysxy ≈ xtysyx, xtxysy ≈ xtyxsy, xtysxy ≈ xtysyx, txsx ≈ xtxsx}.
It is easy to check that varB1 = F.
The following statement is a reformulation of Lemma 3.6 in [4].
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B 0 b c e d
0 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 b
e 0 b c e e
d 0 b c e e
Table 2: Multiplication table of semigroup B [9]
Fact 6.1. (i) The λ-word atba+sb+ is a λ-term for the variety J.
(ii) The λ-word ba+sb+ is a λ-term for the variety I.
(iii) The λ-word abta+sb+ is a λ-term for the variety H.
Figure 1 in [4] exhibits the lattice of subvarieties of J which contains E ∨
E = varB10 = varMλ({ta
+, a+t}). The following theorem describes the generat-
ing monoid for each of the five subvarieties of J which is not a subvariety of E∨E.
Theorem 6.2. (i) F = varMλ({ata
+}).
(ii) F ∨ E = varMλ({ata
+, a+t}) = varMλ({a
+ta+}).
(iii) The variety H is generated by the monoid Mλ({abta
+sb+}).
(iv) The variety I is generated by the 19-element monoid Mλ({ba
+sb+}).
(v) The variety J is generated by the 31-element monoid Mλ({atba
+sb+}).
Proof. (i) According to Figure 1 in [4], F is a cover of E. Since E = varMγ({ta
+})
by Theorem 5.1(i), the γ-word ta+ is a γ-term for F by Lemma 2.4. Hence the
λ-word ta+ is a λ-term for F by Fact 3.9. Dually, the ρ-word a+t is a ρ-term for F.
Let us verify that x+tx is a ρ-term for F = varB1. Indeed, suppose that for
some n ≥ 1, the monoid B1 satisfies an identity xntx ≈ u such that xntx and u
are not ρ-related. Since a+t is a ρ-term for F, there are only two possibilities for u:
either u = txm for some m > 1 or u = xntxm for some n ≥ 1, m > 1. But neither
xntx ≈ txm nor xntx ≈ xntxm holds in B1, because substituting d for x and c for t
turns both identities into b = 0. Therefore, x+tx is a ρ-term for B1.
Dually, xtx+ is a λ-term for F. Hence every word in {xtx+}≤λ is a λ-term for F
by Lemma 4.8. Thus the variety F contains Mλ({ata
+}) by Lemma 2.4.
Since E |= xyx ≈ x2y the word ata+ is not a λ-term for E. Lemma 2.4 implies
that the variety E does not contain Mλ({ata
+}). Since E is a unique maximal
subvariety of F, the variety F is generated by the monoid Mλ({ata
+}).
(ii) Lemma 2.5 implies that F ∨ E = varMλ({ata
+, a+t}). In view of Example
4.9, we have varMλ({ata
+, a+t}) = varMλ({a
+ta+}).
(iii) The λ-word abta+sb+ is a λ-term for H by Fact 6.1. Hence every word in
{abta+sb+}≤λ is a λ-term for H by Lemma 4.8. Therefore, the variety H contains
Mλ({abta
+sb+}) by Lemma 2.4.
The variety F∨E satisfies xytxsy ≈ yxtxsy by Lemma 2.8 in [4]. Thus the word
abta+sb+ is not a λ-term for F ∨ E and Lemma 2.4 implies that the variety F ∨ E
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does not contain Mλ({abta
+sb+}). Since F ∨ E is a unique maximal subvariety of
H, the variety H is generated by the monoid Mλ({abta
+sb+}).
(iv) The λ-word ba+sb+ is a λ-term for I by Fact 6.1. Hence every word in
{ba+sb+}≤λ is a λ-term for H by Lemma 4.8. Therefore, the variety I contains
Mλ({ba
+sb+}) by Lemma 2.4.
By the definition of H, the variety H satisfies yx2sy ≈ x2ysy. Thus the word
ba+sb+ is not a λ-term for H and Lemma 2.4 implies that the variety H does not
contain Mλ({ba
+sb+}). Since H is a unique maximal subvariety of I, the variety I
is generated by Mλ({ba
+sb+}).
(v) The word atba+sb+ is a λ-term for J by Fact 6.1. Hence every word in
{atba+sb+}≤λ is a λ-term for H by Lemma 4.8. Therefore, the variety J contains
Mλ({atba
+sb+}) by Lemma 2.4.
By the definition of I, the variety I satisfies xtxysy ≈ xtyxsy. Thus, atba+sb+
is not a λ-term for I. Lemma 2.4 implies that the variety I does not contain
Mλ({atba
+sb+}). Since I is a unique maximal subvariety J, the variety J is gener-
ated by Mλ({atba
+sb+}).
Remark 6.3. The monoids in Theorem 6.2 are not the minimal generating monoids
for their varieties.
(i) The monoid B1 is isomorphic to the submonoid {1, a, a+, a+t, a+ta, 0} of
Mρ({a
+ta}) by d→ a, e→ a+, c→ a+t, b→ a+ta.
(ii) Gusev noticed that Mλ({abta
+sb+}) contains a proper submoid M1 such that
H = varM1. The monoidM1 is generated by {a, b, ta
+, a+sb+} and has 14 elements.
(iii) The computer program Prover9 gives the multiplication table of an 8-element
monoid which generates the variety I (Lee, July 2019). This multiplication table
corresponds to the submonoid of Mτ ({ba
+sb+}) which consists of
{1, ba+, a+, a+sb+, ba+sb+, b, b+, 0}.
(iv) Gusev noticed that Mλ({atba
+sb+}) contains a proper submoid M2 such that
J = varM2. The monoid M2 is generated by {a, b, t, a
+sb+} and has 19 elements.
7 Every subvariety of var(A1×A
1
) is generated by
a monoid of the form Mγ(W)
Let Q1 denote the monoid obtained by adjoining an identity element to the following
semigroup:
Q = 〈e, b, c | e2 = e, eb = b, ce = c, ec = be = cb = 0〉
The semigroup Q was introduced and shown to be FB in [1, Section 6.5]. The finite
basis for the six-element monoid Q1 was found in [9, Section 4.1].
Figure 1 in [22] exhibits the lattice of 13 subvarieties of var(A1×A
1
). Comparing
Figure 1 in [4] with Figure 1 in [22] tells us that the variety
E ∨ E = varB10
Theorem5.1(iii)
= varMγ({a
+ta+})
Remark5.2
= varMλ({ta
+, a+t})
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is a common subvariety of J and var(A1 × A
1
). According to Figure 1 in [22], the
variety varB10 has two covers: varA
1
0 and varQ
1. We have already verified (Theorem
5.1) that every subvariety of varA10 is generated by a monoid of the formMγ(W). The
following theorem assigns a generating monoid of the form Mγ(W) to each variety in
the interval from varQ1 to var(A1 ×A
1
).
Theorem 7.1. (i) varQ1 = varMγ({a
+tsa+}).
(ii) varA1 ∧ varA
1
= var(A10 ×Q
1) = varMγ({a
+b+, a+tsa+}).
(iii) varA1 = varMγ({a
+b+ta+}), dually, varA
1
= varMγ({a
+tb+a+}).
(iv) varA1 ∨ varA
1
= varMγ({a
+b+ta+, a+tb+a+}).
Proof. (i) Suppose that Q1 |= x+tsx+ ≈ u. Since a+ta+ is a γ-term for B10 , either
u = x+tsx+ or u = x+tx+sx+. To rule out the second possibility, substitute
Θ(x) = e, Θ(t) = b and Θ(s) = c. Then Θ(x+tsx+) = bc but Θ(x+tx+sx+) = 0.
We conclude that a+tsa+ is a γ-term for Q1. Since {a+tsa+} ∼γ {a
+tsa+}≤γ by
Corollary 4.5, Lemma 2.4 implies that varQ1 contains Mγ({a
+tsa+}).
Since B10 |= xtsx ≈ xtxsx [2], the γ-word a
+tsa+ is not a γ-term for B10 . Lemma
2.4 implies that varB10 does not contain Mγ({a
+tsa+}). Since varB10 is a unique
maximal subvariety of varQ1, we have varQ1 = varMγ({a
+tsa+}).
Part (ii) follows from Lemma 2.5.
(iii) Recall from the introduction that A1 is obtained by adjoining an identity
element to the semigroup A defined in Table 1. Suppose that A1 |= xnymtxk ≈ u
for some n, k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 2. Since varA1 contains varB10 = varMγ({a
+ta+}), the
γ-words y+t and x+tx+ are γ-terms for A1 by Lemma 2.4. Consequently, u = atxp
for some p ≥ 1 and word a such that x occurs at least once in a and y occurs at
least twice in a.
If a contains yx as a subword then substituting Θ(x) = e, Θ(y) = f and Θ(t) = g
we obtain Θ(x+y+tx+) = d but Θ(u) = 0. To avoid a contradiction, we conclude
that u = xqyrtxp for some q ≥ 1 and r ≥ 2. Thus, the γ-word a+b+ta+ is a γ-term
for A1. Since {a+b+ta+} ∼γ {a
+b+ta+}≤γ by Corollary 4.5, Lemma 2.4 implies that
varA1 contains Mγ({a
+b+ta+}).
On the other hand, the identity bases for A10[2] and for Q
1[9] imply that both
A10 and Q
1 satisfy xy2tx ≈ yxytx. Hence γ-word a+b+ta+ is not a γ-term for
A10 × Q
1. Lemma 2.4 implies that var(A10 × Q
1) does not contain Mγ({a
+b+ta+}).
Since varA10 × Q
1 is a unique maximal subvariety of varA1, we have varA1 =
varMγ({a
+b+ta+}).
Part (iv) follows from Lemma 2.5.
Remark 7.2. (i) The monoid Q1 is isomorphic to the submonoid
{1, a+, a+t, sa+, a+tsa+, 0}
of Mγ({a
+tsa+}) by e→ a+, b→ a+t, c→ sa+.
(ii) Gusev noticed that A1 is isomorphic to the submonoid
{1, a+, b+, a+b+, b+ta+, a+b+ta+, 0}
of Mγ({a
+b+ta+}) by e→ a+, f → b+, c→ a+b+, g → b+ta+, d→ a+b+ta+.
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8 A short proof that the limit variety var(A1×A
1
)
is NFB
The goal of this section is to reprove Theorem 6.2 in [21] that says that the monoid
A1 × A
1
is NFB. To this aim, we establish two sufficient conditions under which a
monoid is NFB. The next two statements are proved in [18] only for the congruence
τ0, but the same arguments work for each τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ}.
Lemma 8.1. [18, Lemma 4.1] Let τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}. Let u,v ∈ A
+ be two words
such that uτv and mul(u) = mul(v). Let Θ : A → A+ be a substitution such that
the following holds:
(∗) If x ∈ mul(u) then Θ(x) = y+ for some y ∈ A+.
Then Θ(u)τΘ(v).
Fact 8.2. [18, Fact 4.2] Let τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ}. Given a word u and a substitution
Θ : A→ A+, one can rename some letters in u so that the resulting word E(u) has
the following properties:
(i) con(E(u)) ⊆ con(u);
(ii) Θ(E(u))τΘ(u);
(iii) for every x, y ∈ con(E(u)), if the words Θ(x) and Θ(y) are powers of the
same letter then x = y.
Lemma 8.3. [18, Lemma 5.1] Let τ be an equivalence relation on A+ and S be a
semigroup. Suppose that, for infinitely many n, S satisfies an identity Un ≈ Vn in
at least n letters such that Un and Vn are not τ -related.
Suppose also that for every identity u ≈ v of S in fewer than n letters, every
word U such that UτUn and every substitution Θ : A → A
+ such that Θ(u) = U,
we have UτΘ(v). Then S is NFB.
We say that a word u is xy-simple if for each x 6= y ∈ con(u), xy appears at
most once in u as a subword.
Sufficient Condition 8.4. Let τ ∈ {τ0, γ, λ, ρ} and M be a monoid. Suppose
that for each n big enough one can find an xy-simple word Un in at least n letters
such that Un is not a τ -term for M . Suppose also that every word u involving less
than, say, n letters is a τ -term for M whenever Θ(u) = U for some UτUn and a
substitution Θ : A→ A+ such that:
(⋆) for every x, y ∈ con(u), if Θ(x) and Θ(y) are powers of the same letter then
x = y.
Then M is NFB.
Proof. Let n be big enough. Since Un is not a τ -term forM , the monoidM satisfies
an identity Un ≈ Vn in at least n letters such that Un and Vn are not τ -related.
Let u ≈ v be an identity of M in fewer than n letters. Let U be a word such
that UτUn and Θ : A → A
+ be a substitution such that Θ(u) = U. Let E(u)
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denote the word obtained from u by renaming some letters so that E(u) satisfies
Properties (i)–(iii) in Fact 8.2, that is, | con(E(u))| ≤ | con(u)| < n, Θ(E(u))τU
and for each x, y ∈ con(E(u)), if Θ(x) and Θ(y) are powers of the same letter then
x = y. Then E(u) is a τ -term for M by our assumptions. Hence E(u)τE(v).
If τ ∈ {γ, λ, ρ} then the definition of τ implies that mul(E(u)) = mul(E(v)). If
τ = τ0 then our assumptions imply that xy is a τ0-term for M . Consequently, x
is an isoterm for M because otherwise, M |= xy ≈ (xy)n for some n > 1. Hence
mul(E(u)) = mul(E(v)) by Fact 4.2.
Since the word Un is xy-simple and Θ(E(u))τUn, the word Θ(E(u)) is also
xy-simple. Hence for each x ∈ mul(E(u)), the value of Θ(x) is a power of a letter.
Thus Property (∗) in Lemma 8.1 holds and we have
U = Θ(u)
Fact8.2
τ Θ(E(u))
Lemma8.1
τ Θ(E(v))
Fact8.2
τ Θ(v).
Therefore, M is NFB by Lemma 8.3.
Sufficient Condition 8.5. Let M be a monoid such that for each n > 1 the
word Un = xy
2
1y
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1y
2
nx is not a γ-term for M , but the γ-words a
+tb+a+ and
a+b+ta+ are γ-terms for M . Then M is NFB.
Proof. Let u be a word with | con(u)| < n and Θ be a substitution such that
Θ(u) = U for some UγUn and Property (⋆) in Sufficient Condition 8.4 holds.
Since Un is xy-simple, the word U is also xy-simple. Consequently, for each
z ∈ mul(u) either Θ(z) = x+ or Θ(z) = y+i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Property (⋆) implies
the following:
(i) if Θ(z) = y+i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n then z forms one island in u;
(ii) if Θ(z) = x+ then z forms at most two islands in u;
(iii) if u contains a letter z such that z forms two islands in u then Θ(z) = x+
and z is the only letter in u which forms two islands in u.
Hence only two cases are possible.
Case 1: every letter in u forms only one island in u.
In this case, u is a γ-term forM because a+b+ is a γ-term forM by Corollary 4.5.
Case 2: u contains a unique letter z which forms two islands 1z
+ and 2z
+ in u.
In this case, Θ(z) = x+. Since there are letters y1, . . . , yn between the two islands
formed by x in U, U is xy-simple and u involves less than n letters, the word u
satisfies the following:
(P1) there is a simple letter t in u between 1z
+ and 2z
+.
Since for each y ∈ mul(u) with y 6= z we have Θ(y) = y+i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
the word u also satisfies the following:
(P2) if y ∈ mul(u) and y 6= z then y forms only one island in u and u(z, y) =
z+y+z+.
Since both a+tb+a+ and a+b+ta+ are γ-terms for M , any word u that satisfies
Properties (P1) and (P2) is also a γ-term for M .
So, in every case, the word u is a γ-term for M . Consequently, the monoid M
is NFB by Sufficient Condition 8.4.
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Corollary 8.6. The monoid Mγ({a
+b+ta+, a+tb+a+}) is NFB.
Proof. Since there is a simple letter t between the two islands formed by a in a+b+ta+
and in a+tb+a+, it is easy to see that the wordUn = xy
2
1y
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1y
2
nx is not a γ-term
for M = Mγ({a
+b+ta+, a+tb+a+}). For example, M satisfies
xy21y
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1y
2
nx ≈ y
2
1xy
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1y
2
nx
or
xy21y
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1y
2
nx ≈ xy
2
1y
2
2 · · · y
2
n−1ynxyn
Since the words a+b+ta+ and a+tb+a+ are γ-terms forM by Lemma 2.4, the monoid
M is NFB by Sufficient Condition 8.5.
Since the monoids Mγ({a
+b+ta+, a+tb+a+}) and A1 × A
1
are equational equiv-
alent by Theorem 7.1(iv), Corollary 8.6 gives us the following.
Corollary 8.7. [21, Theorem 6.2] The monoid A1 × A
1
is NFB.
In [5], together with Gusev, we show that varMλ({atb
+a+}) and varMρ({a
+b+ta})
are the last two limit varieties of J-trivial monoids.
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